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A Team Approach

Quality Assurance Performance Improvement

We have a Systematic Approach to Developing and 
Deploying 
Action Plans 
through Cycles 
of Evaluation 
and Improvement 
using PDSA and QAPI

CIVILITY

No one hesitates to 
voice a patient concern.

Workforce feels 
safe learning 
from errors.

Workforce concerns 
are taken seriously.

Action is taken; 
Feedback is reliable;
Changes are visible.

Reference: Sociotechnologix

Feedback

Felt 
Heard

Psychological 
Safety

Creating a Culture of Safety
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“If you can’t describe what you are doing as a process, 
you don’t know what you are doing.”

-W. Edwards Deming

First step in planning a QAPI initiative is to analyze 
your processes and understand the problems.

A process is a series of connected steps or actions to 
achieve an outcome. It has start point and end point.

Processes interact with systems 
as a whole.

To improve a process, you 
must refine and optimize 
the steps in that process 
making it more efficient.

Tools and Techniques

Team Members

Monthly 
In-service 
Training; 

Facility 
Postings

Weekly Standards of Care Staff Meetings; 

Monthly QAPI Meeting; 

Monthly Department Manager’s Meeting;

Annual Action Map Planning

Patient Care Conferences

Patients and Residents

Departmental Workforce 
Nurse Staff → CNA’s → Therapy →  Ac vi es

Senior Leadership Rounds

Daily Stand-Up Meeting

Senior Leaders / Dept. Managers

Interdisciplinary Team and
QAPI Committee

PDSA
Cycle
PDSA
Cycle
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we adapt to change?

“Review and Approve” to “Debate and Decide”

Example of an Effective Meeting 

2018 Action Map / Goals

7/1/2018
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Performance Measurement System

Update QAPI Agenda to Reflect Current Data

Report Key Measures to 
QAPI Committee

Report in Daily Stand-Up Meeting 
and Committees as appropriate

Collect and Review Data, Review Action Plans

Assign Responsibilities, Boundaries, and Reporting

Select Relevant Comparative Data and Set Targets

Develop Key Short- and Long-term Action Plans

Develop 
Departmental 

Plans

Align Objectives and 
Identify Key Measures

Align Objectives with Organization 
and Identify Key Measures

Strategic Objectives and Action Plan Department Objectives and Action Plan

Strategic Planning

PDSA
Cycle
PDSA
Cycle

Yes NoAchieve Target?

Technique When to Use

Multi-Voting

Structured Discussion

High Volume, High Risk, 
Problem Prone, High Cost

A group decision-making 
technique designed to select the 
most important of popular topics 
from a list with limited 
discussion and difficulty.

A group decision-making 
technique designed to gain 
group consensus on a list of 
ideas or topics.

A technique used to prioritize 
issues so that those issues with 
the largest impact are addressed 
first and resources are utilized 
appropriately.

Group Techniques

Key Process for Determining Objectives

Step 1) Categorize Objective into Domains

1) High Volumes?

2) High Risk?

3) Problem Prone? 

4) High Cost?

Yes

Develop 
through  
Action 
Map

No

Annual Goal 
Setting with 

Senior 
Leaders

Meet Criteria?
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Key Process for Determining Objectives

Step 2) Determine Timeline

Short-term 
Action Plan

Short-term 
Action Plan

Long-term 
Action Plan

Based on 
Discussion

1 of 4 
Domains

2 Domains

All 4 Domains

3 Domains

CRITICAL

IMPORTANT

VERY 
IMPORTANT 

EXTREMELY 
IMPORTANT 
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“If you cannot measure it, 
you cannot improve it.”

-Lord Kelvin

Determining Data

Data Drives Improvement
 Data doesn’t provide Effective Basis for Actions 

or Setting Priorities
 Effective Actions 

depend on an 
understanding of 
Relationships, 
derived from 
Data Analysis

Determining Data

Data Collection and Integrity

 Actionable Data
• Quality, Availability

 Comparable Data
• Competitors, Other Providers, Best Practices

 Segmented Data
• Health Care Services
• Patient and Stakeholder Groups
• Workforce Groups

 Repeatable Data 
• Daily, Weekly, Monthly, Annually
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Reference: CMS “Measure/Indicator Development Worksheet”

Monthly

Medical records, admission skin assessment form

The total population admitted in the last month 
who were in the nursing home for at least 24 hours 
will be reviewed. 

Will collect data for three consecutive months; 
then based on findings, will develop corrective 
action and continue monitoring, or consider 
decreasing frequency of monitoring.

Reference: CMS “Measure/Indicator Development Worksheet”

Reference: CMS “Measure/Indicator Development Worksheet”

Measures / Indicators

 An indicator provides evidence that a 
certain condition exists but not clearly 
identify the situation or issue in any detail

 A measure is a stronger reflection of the 
underlying concept

 In practice the two terms are used 
interchangeably
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Quality Measure/Indicator Types

Measures used to 
assess and compare 
the quality of health 
care organizations are 
classified as: 
 Structural Measure
 Process Measure
 Outcome Measure

Reference: CMS “Measure/Indicator Development Worksheet”

Structural Measures

 Focus on the fixed 
characteristics of an 
organization, its 
professionals and staff

 Distinguish between a capability or asset and 
the activity that may rely on that structure

 Gives a sense of a health care provider’s 
capacity, systems, and processes

 Example: the ratio of providers to patients
Reference: CMS “Measure/Indicator Development Worksheet”

Process Measures

 Access the steps 
carried out in order to 
deliver care/services

 Focus on the action by staff
 Considerations should be given to sample 

sizes for denominators, exclusion criteria, 
and alternative processes that may exist

 The majority of health care quality measures 
used for public reporting are process measures

Reference: CMS “Measure/Indicator Development Worksheet”
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Outcome Measures

 Focus on the 
outcome of a 
process of 
care or services

 Example: 
readmission, patient experience, etc. are the 
quality and cost targets health care 
organizations are trying to improve

 Can identify more complex underlying causes

Reference: CMS “Measure/Indicator Development Worksheet”

Tool When to Use

Pareto Chart

Trend or Run Chart

To see which causes or 
problems occur most 
frequently.  To observe the 
Pareto Effect when 20% of 
the causes contribute to 
80% of the overall problem.

To give a visual 
representation of data over 
a period of time.

Tools to Understand Data and Analyze Process

Bar Chart

Pie Chart

A chart that uses either 
horizontal or vertical bars to 
show comparisons among 
categories.

A form of an area chart.  
An easy way to visualize 
percentage breakdowns of a 
total.  They are useful for 
analyzing polls, statistics, 
managing money and data.

Tool When to Use

Tools to Understand Data and Analyze Process
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Guidance for Performing RCA with PIPs

Performing RCA can be an early step in a PIP

Reference: CMS

According to CMS:
“….a perspective that considers how things 
influence one another as a whole rather than 
individual elements, or static ‘snapshots’”

What is Systems Thinking?

Reference: 
AADNS
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Systems-Thinking Focus

 Identify all components of a system
 Determine effectiveness of each component
 Understand how all components work together
 Be sure the system does what is intended
 Identify any unwanted 

consequences, even if 
system works well for 
its intended purpose

Reference: AADNS

U n i n t e n d e d 
Consequences

Value of Root-Cause Analysis

 Leads to digging deeper and deeper, 
looking for reasons behind the reasons
• Usually leads to more 

than one root cause

 Once the root causes 
are identified, they 
can be targeted by 
system-level action
• In essence, the problem 

can be rooted out
Reference: AADNS

Value of Root-Cause Analysis

 Symptom of the problem
• The weed
• Above the surface
• Obvious

 The underlying cause
• The root
• Below the surface
• Not obvious
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Creating an Event Timeline

 Contributing Factors
• Situations, circumstances, or conditions that 

collectively increased the likelihood of an incident
• By itself, a single contributing factor may not have 

caused the incident, but when two or more occur at 
the same time, probability of an incident increases

• Contributing factors are not root causes; 
further analysis is required

Reference: AADNS

Five Whys Tool for Root Cause Analysis 

 The Strategy: Look at any problem and 
drill down by asking: “Why?” or “What 
caused this problem?”
• Keep asking/answering until arrive at 

answer revealing incident would have 
been prevented if the identified causes 
and contributing factors had not been 
present

 Simple problem-solving technique 
 Gets to the root of a problem quickly
 Understanding the contributing factors 

or causes can help develop actions that 
sustain corrections

Reference: CMS “Five Whys Tool for Root Cause Analysis” 

Why?

Why?

Why?

Why?

Why?

Why?

Why?

Why?

Why?

Why?

Why?

Why?

Why?

Why?

Why?

Problem Statement Once sentence description of event or problem.

Why?

Why?

Why?

Root Cause(s)

To validate root cause, ask the following: If you removed this 
root cause, would this even or problem have been prevented?

Five Whys Everyday Example

Your car gets a flat tire on the way to work.

Why did you get a flat tire?

Why were there nails on the garage floor?

Why was the box of the nails wet?

1) You ran over nails in your garage

2) The box of nails on the shelf was wet; the box fell 
apart and the nails fell from the box onto the floor

3) There was a leak in the roof and it rained hard 
last night.

If you stopped 
here and “solved” 

the problem by 
sweeping up the 
nails, you would 
have missed the 
root cause of the 

problem!

Reference: CMS “Five Whys Tool for Root Cause Analysis” 
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The Fishbone Tool

 A visual way to look at cause and effect
 Helps in brainstorming to identify possible 

causes of a problem 
 Helps in sorting ideas into useful categories
 Offers a more structured approach 

Reference: CMS “How to Use the Fishbone Tool for Root Cause Analysis “

Fishbone Diagram Example

Sample Categories

Sample Causes

Problem

Reference: CMS “How to Use the Fishbone Tool for Root Cause Analysis “

Designing Effective Change

 Actions taken should
• Target elimination of root causes
• Offer long-term solutions to the problem
• Be achievable
• Be objective
• Be measurable

Reference: AADNS
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Achieving Change Success

Reference: AADNS

 Employees seem to set their priorities based 
on what they know or perceive their boss’s 
priorities to be.

 If the top boss doesn’t seem interested in a 
particular project, it is likely 
that many of his or her 
employees 
won’t either.

Employee Resistance to Change

Reference: AADNS

 Leaders should try to identify reasons and 
concerns, attempt to address them directly 
in positive manner

 If strong resistance continues and becomes 
destructive to the effort, disciplinary action 
might be 
called for

Sustaining the Change

Reference: AADNS

 The team’s work is not complete just 
because the team has 
successfully ushered 
in the desired changes. 

 Now comes the 
maintenance work –
keeping the 
changes 
up and running.
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Sustaining the Change

In the final analysis, change
sticks only when it becomes “the
way we do things around here,”
when it seeps into the very
bloodstream of the work unit or
corporate body.

Until new behaviors are rooted
in social norms and shared values,
they are always subject to
degradation as soon as the
pressures associated with a change
effort are removed.

Reference: AADNS

Resources

 The CMS worksheets are available to everyone
• Simply google CMS and the name of the worksheet/form 
• OR go to: https://www.cms.gov/Medicare/Provider-

Enrollment-and-Certification/QAPI/qapitools.html
and click “Click here for A Process Tool Framework” 

 The “QAPI Immediate Action Plan” is an interactive form 
available to Abaqis Providigm members

 The American Association of Directors of Nursing Services 
(AADNS) offers a course to become a 
QAPI Certified Professional (QCP) 
at www.aadns-ltc.org

 “Leading Change,” John P. Kotter

Maryruth Butler, Executive Director 
mbutler@cascadiahc.com

Mountain Valley of Cascadia   
601 West Cameron Avenue
Kellogg, Idaho 83837

mountainvalleyofcascadia.com

facebook.com/mtvalleyjourney

Mindy Shepard, Executive Director
mindy.shepard@empres.com 

Royal Plaza Health and Rehabilitation
2870 Juniper Drive
Lewiston, ID 83501

empres.com/royal-plaza-health-rehab

facebook.com/RoyalPlazaLewiston


